Comparing the self-reported referral and management preferences of pediatricians and family physicians for children with juvenile rheumatoid arthritis.
The symptoms of juvenile rheumatoid arthritis (JRA) are often first recognized by primary care physicians. Little is known about the determinants of the initial management and referral patterns of these physicians for children with JRA. We compared the self-reported preferences and practices of pediatricians (PD) and family physicians (FP) in the diagnosis and management of children with JRA. Surveys were mailed to a national random sample of 700 PD and 867 FP. Questions included prior experience with JRA, usual patterns in the diagnosis and management of JRA, perception of the need for guidelines for referral and management of this condition, and physician demographic information. Data analysis included univariate and bivariate analysis. Response rates were 69% for PD and 49% for FP. Most respondents had seen very few JRA cases in the previous 5 years. Only 1% of respondents reported that they provided all diagnosis and management for patients with JRA. Forty-two percent of PD and 32% of FP refer all JRA diagnosis and management to subspecialists, while 46% of PD and 61% of FP refer only to confirm the diagnosis and guide initial therapy (p = 0.011). More PD than FP (PD 92% vs FP 76%; p = 0.001) referred patients with JRA to pediatric rheumatologists, while more FP than PD referred to general rheumatologists (PD 17% vs FP 37%; p = 0.001). The majority of FP reported feeling more comfortable managing rheumatologic disease in adults than children (82%). Few respondents felt that they were up to date on the latest advances in JRA treatment (PD 10% vs FP 4%; p = 0.024). Multiple factors may contribute to physicians' referral practice, including a patient's clinical status and the physician's beliefs of inadequacy of training and inability to stay up to date. The pattern of care that children with JRA receive likely will be influenced by initial presentation to a PD or to a FP.